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Medical professionals rarely practice their craft in a vacuum. As such, it’s helpful (and perhaps required of some) to develop one’s skills in leadership and administration. There are a few titles that are obviously useful for your field that address organization science in a healthcare context, such as *Journal of Nursing Management* or *Nursing Leadership and Management*. While these are certainly worth your time if you wish to become an informed, effective leader in your field, you may want to branch out to the broader Management & Organization Studies collection from Sage! There are titles here that will discuss transferrable skills in marketing yourself, managing people, fostering good relations, and just being an effective leader.

---

**We’re here for you…**

Contact your librarian with questions or comments about your resources! To see a complete listing of Nursing databases, check out our LibGuide at:

http://libguides.uah.edu/databases/nursing.

**Nursing Librarian**

Belinda Ong

256.824.6432

ongb@uah.edu

**Electronic Resources Librarian**

Michael Manasco

256.824.6965

mdm0027@uah.edu

---

**PubMed** is developed and maintained by the National Center for Biotechnology Information, via the U.S. National Library of Medicine. This database includes over 23 million references for biomedical literature. You’ll find citations and abstracts from material covering the fields of medicine, nursing, dentistry, veterinary medicine, the health care system, and preclinical sciences. It’s important to remember that PubMed is a citation and abstract database; this means it does not actually “host” the full text. While it does supply some external linking to where the full text of a document is located, you won’t be certain of your privileges to actually access this content unless you go directly through the Salmon Library website to gain access to the full text articles that UAH has licensed for you. The results you get back from a search will often have a link in the upper right corner of the record to where the full text is actually located. Salmon Library has provided some smart linking capabilities to make the process more intuitive. What you want to see is a “Find at: UAH” button as an option under “Full Text Links.” Click that, and you’ll be taken directly to the full text article!

---

**Did you know…?**

The R2 Digital Library now contains over 300 ebooks addressing many areas of healthcare. Browse subject areas to see what’s available in categories such as sports medicine, speech therapy, neurology, pharmacology, and dozens more!

This collection provides yet another source of academic journals and monographs to bolster your research. Containing hundreds of journals and monographs, many medical disciplines are given attention here. However, the coverage for the fields of nursing and allied health is particularly strong. Of note is the inclusion of content from *Clinical Pharmacology*, a compendium for drug and biologic reference. Also, *Webster’s Medical Desk Dictionary* is accessible via this database. As for the journals, you’ll find helpful information on pediatric nursing, critical care, mental health, nursing management, medical law, and more. Use EBSCO’s native advanced search feature to make your experience as precise or as broad as you like!
EBSCO’s Research Starters

If you’ve been using our OneSearch Discovery tool on the library homepage over the past year, you may have noticed the new Research Starter entries popping up at the top of your results. These are meant to provide a good overview of the topic, or closely related topics, you searched for. They can help you decide on a direction to take your research going forward, better understand the key players or issues in a heated debate, or point you toward other resources to grant more foundational concepts. As an example, search for oncology in OneSearch. The Research Starter defines this specialty, discusses training/certification, some illustrations, key terminologies, related subspecialties, and even recommends a few books and articles you can read to learn more. These can be good ways to kickstart a new research topic!

Quick Tip:

CINAHL can be overwhelming at times by retrieving an abundance of results, and it’s common to be asked to seek out peer reviewed content. Fear not! Before you even begin searching, click on the “Peer Reviewed” filter near the center of the page. Now your search will yield more scholarly content to peruse!

Did you know…?

Health Infonet of Alabama is a resource built on the knowledge and experiences of both health science librarians and medical professionals. You’ll find recommendations for using “gateway” resources such as Medline or RxList, but the directory feature is a boon for Alabama residents. This is an easy way to locate service providers by city, services provided, or health topic across Alabama. It’s a great way to stay informed on what our state offers, especially if you plan on practicing in Alabama. Check it out!

ProQuest’s Health & Medicine collection brings a mix of journal articles, reports, and some conference papers to aid in your research process. Much like EBSCO’s platform, ProQuest has a fairly consistent interface experience across its various databases, so jumping from one PQ collection to another is simply a matter of switching the subject matter. By default, Salmon Library has tailored the Health & Medicine collection to search across relevant databases such as Health and Science Abstracts, MEDLINE, TOXLINE, and COS Conference Papers. You can customize your research further by selecting document or source types you’re interested in finding, such as case studies or proceedings. You might get a mixed bag of full text and abstracts from searching, but you’ll be exposed to a nice cross-section of data types, especially regarding peer-reviewed journals and conference papers.

AVL Spotlight: Oxford Reference’s Medicine and Health

The Alabama Virtual Library can bring value to your research in just about any field you are interested in. The variety of information you are granted access to just by virtue of being an Alabamian is a true advantage not to be ignored. The Oxford Reference series brings a bounty of encyclopedic material to draw from, especially from the Medicine and Health module. Searching across several books at once, you’ll retrieve a lengthy listing of key terminologies or concepts for quick reference. Built in cross-referencing allows you to seamlessly transition to related topics. Additionally, you can easily print, save, or cite your information with Oxford Reference’s suite of tools on each page. If you’re interested in historical data, jump to the Timeline feature for Medicine. Here you can view key events in medical history and the people associated with them.